FARRIER SCIENCE
BOOKS AND SUPPLIES

BOOKS
Gregory’s Textbook of Farriery Modules
Approximately $225.00

SUPPLIES
Preferably acquired after arrival at Olds College - there will be a trip to a supply store within the first few days of classes
G.E. 14” Easy Nipper
clipping hammer (cone, or cross pein)
Driving Hammer
Rounding hammer (between 1.5 and 1.75)
Farrier Rasps – 1 case, Gr8at red tang.
Rasp Handles (2 plastic, 1 wood)
Mustad Crease Nail Pullers
Mustad Pull-off
Mustad Nail Nippers
GE Curved Jaw Clincher
3’ Measure Tape, Flexible
W-Brand Horse shoer’s Ruler
Butcher Block Brush
Jim Keith Creaser (Fuller)
Double “S” Hoof Nail Gouge
Loop Blade or left h. knife
right hand Hoof knife
Caliper
Farrier Apron
Mustad Clinch Cutter
Aluminum Toolbox (opt)
Anvil Magnet/Large Round
Anvil Devil
Jim Keith V-Tong – 5/8”
Fire tongs x 4
(¼”, 5/16”, 3/8”, ½”)
FPD Sharpener
Materials in Farrier Lab
$ 500.00

The following items may be obtained prior to arriving at Olds College:
Tool Box – Student’s choice (cost will vary)
Welding Gloves
CSA Approved Steel Toed Boots (CSA approved) approximately $215.00
Hearing Protection (earmuff or foam inserts)
Safety Glasses

Total Approximate cost for Books and Supplies $3,240.00